STANDARDS:
1. AS1428.4.1-2009 Tactile Ground Surface Indicators for the Orientation of People With Vision Impairment.
2. AS1924.6 Metal Finishing - Preparation and Pre-Treatment of Surfaces - Abrasive Blast Cleaning of Steel.
8. AS1163.3.1:2005: Road Lighting, Part Pedestrian Areas (Category D) Lighting - Performance and Installation Design Requirements.

NOTES:
1. Welding To Be In accordance with AS1554.1 Category Welds; All Sharp Edges & Burrs Removed.
2. Powder Coating To Be In accordance to AS4686-2000 External Exposure Standard with Pre-Treatment Sand Blast, Zinc Phosphate, etc.
3. Part Should Be Supplied Clean and Free from Marks, Burrs, Scuffs, Distortion and Warpage.
4. Exposed Anti-Skid is On All Nuts And Bolts Prior To Assembly.
5. Drawing to AS1100 Drawing Standards.
6. 316 SS and 316 SS Fasteners to Be Used Throughout For Coastal Conditions Or Any Environment With High Corrosion.
7. All Tolerances ± 1.5mm Unless Otherwise Specified.
8. Fixings For Light Pole To Be Designed and Certified By An EPE.

MATERIAL:
1. Material See Component Drawing.
2. See Component Drawing.
3. See Component Drawing.
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